
• Micro-blogging has allowed people worldwide to 
share their lives and thoughts through short posts and 
connect by subscribing to the statuses of others. 

• Twitter.com is one of the most popular applications for 
micro-blogging, and consists of users sharing and 
following each other’s brief exclamations, called “Tweets”. 

Graph 1: Represents the growing popularity of Twitter

• Topic identification may be used to find topics or 
categories that pertain to the Tweets or statuses.

• Being able to organize the information and news into 
topics or to extract the topics will be valuable in 
structuring the way information is retrieved and 
organized, and for studying trends over time.  
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• According to Java et al., some of the main intentions 
of users on Twitter are daily chatting, conversations, 
sharing information/URLs, and reporting news [1].

• Topic extraction has been used in large documents 
such as online news articles, emails, scientific literature, 
and blogs, but little has been done with short documents 
like micro-blogs. 

Preprocessing Steps:
• Extract the tweets from the meta data that was saved, 
while removing punctuation and URLs

• Using TMG (Text to Matrix Generator) , a MATLAB 
toolbox, remove stop words and apply Porter’s algorithm 
for word stemming [4]

Collection Process:
• Find lists via Listorious to use as our data set [2]

• Use CSharpTwitt, a Twitter API Library in C# to interact 
with Twitter and gather the tweets from the lists [3]

• Collect user timeline for 20 most recent  users that 
have posted on the list , removing ‘Retweets’ and Tweets 
‘@’ others

Rule:
SSES  ->     SS
IES     ->      I
SS      ->      SS
S        ->

Example:
caresses    ->     caress
ponies       ->     poni
caress        ->     caress
cats            ->     cat

Table 1: Sample Rules of Porter’s Algorithm
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Using ‘bag of words’ model, we ignore word order and focus 
on the number of occurrences of each term. 

To represent a collection of n documents indexed by m 
terms, we use an m x n term-by-document matrix A = [𝑎𝑖𝑗 ] 

Each element 𝑎𝑖𝑗  of the matrix A is defined to be the 

weighted frequency at which term i occurs in document j.    

Taking 𝑙𝑖𝑗𝑔𝑖  (tf-idf) we get a measure of how important a 

term i is to document j within the corpus. We then 
normalize so that the number of terms in a given document 
does not affect the weight. 
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Cluster 1:
nascar
indycar
race                      
win                       
tweet                     
crew                      
atlanta
busch
monsterjam129             
monsterjamnc211           
cup                       
team                      
ticket                    
sign                      
seri
shirt                     
make                      
sprint                    
danica
monsterjam

Cluster 2:
video                     
youtub
shot                      
upload                    
spy                       
bmw
channel                   
mile                      
favorit
exhaust                   
meisterschaft
stand                     
florida
marker                    
merced
370z                      
record                    
facelift                  
subscrib
nissan

Cluster 3:
chevi
paint                     
readi
door                      
repair                    
gasser                    
ford                      
sand                      
panel                     
mold                      
hood                      
cab                       
buf
mustang                   
prime                     
bodi
landcruis
larri
work                      
fiberglass  

Cluster 4:
warn                      
lift                      
post                      
photo                     
weekend                   
show                      
facebook
album                     
sema
buddi
backyard                  
industri
call                      
winch                     
hobbi
project                   
student                   
highlight                 
learn                     
pullzal

Cluster 5:
test                      
merced
spi
ferrari
team                      
season                    
formula                   
power                     
preview                   
winter                    
hope                      
jenson
bahrain
mclaren
top                       
seri
schumach
sundai
martin                    
dai

Cluster 6:
car                       
hybrid                    
geneva
green                     
sale                      
electr
driver                    
shop                      
bui
time                      
new                       
job                       
work                      
make                      
review                    
show                      
year                      
motor                     
world                     
onlin

• Graph 3 (above left): Auto 
and Hockey classes separated 
into 3 clusters
• Graph 4 (above right):  
Merging of clusters 1 and 2
• Table 4 (right above):  The 
distributions of documents 
from each class  into the 
clusters
• Table 5 (right): Lists of top 
10 terms in the 3 clusters
• Tables 6 & 7 (below): 
Calculations of the precision 
and recall of the clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Auto 637 444 390
Hockey 308 34 1051

Graph 2 (left):
After dividing  the 
Auto class into 6 
clusters we find 
that there are at 
least 2 subtopics

Table 3 (below):
Top 20 terms of the 
6 clusters from the 
Auto class

Cluster 1:
nascar
race                      
indycar
tweet                     
win                       
atlanta
driver                    
monsterjam129             
edward
seri

Cluster 2:
car                       
video                     
youtub
test                      
merced
ford                      
hybrid                    
spi
shot                      
chevi

Cluster 3:
game                      
hockei
goal                      
win                       
plai
team                      
nhl
post                      
trade                     
cbj

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Precision .674 .928 .729
Recall .433 .300 .754

Cluster 1 + Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Precision .759 .729
Recall .734 .754

Precision = # relevant items 
retrieved / # retrieved Items

Recall = # relevant items 
retrieved/ # relevant items

• Apply clustering and topic extraction techniques to 
micro-blogs as a first step toward tracking popular topics 
dynamically as they vary by time or location, or to 
enhance topic-related searches of tweets.
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The results found using a hybrid PDDP and K-Means 
clustering technique, typically used for categorizing large 
documents, have shown success when working with 
micro-blogs with noisy dictionaries. The methods show 
potential to be a basis for [semi-]supervised topic tracking 
and extraction using methods previously used for larger 
text documents.[6]
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Figure 1 (above):  A sample 
of the tags assigned to list 
on Listorious
Figure 2 (right): A sample 
List from Twitter

Figure 3 (above):  A piece of code written using the CSharpTwitt Library

Table 2: Description of term weighting  definitions and formulas

K-means clustering (figure 4 above): (1) k initial ‘means’ 
are randomly chosen and (2) partitions are generated. The 
centroids of each cluster become the new means (3), and 
(2) and (3) are repeated until  convergence.

Principle Direction Divisive Partitioning (PDDP) (figure 5 
below): The root cluster represents all documents and is 
split into two children clusters.  Each leaf node is then 
recursively split into two clusters until a stopping 
condition is met.


